
THE DILAPIDATIONS PROTOCOL 
 

(Pre-Action Protocol for claims for damages in relation to the physical state of commercial property at the termination of a tenancy - 1 January 2012) 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

L sends Quantified Demand 
(normally within 56 days after the 

termination of the tenancy) 

L sends Schedule of Dilapidations 
(normally within 56 days after the 

termination of the tenancy) 

T sends Tenant’s Response 
(normally within 56 days after 

sending the Quantified Demand) 

Negotiations 

L sends Quantification of Loss 
T may send response  

(normally within 56 days later)

Stocktake 

Court Proceedings 

Schedule  - Use the Scott schedule format set out in the Protocol.  Serve a paper copy and an electronic copy if possible.  

Specify: 1. Lease clause (number and full text of the clause) 
2. Breach complained of   1. Specify relevant clause 

2. Categorise repair, reinstatement, redecoration etc. 
3. Identify notices to reinstate served by landlord 

3. Remedial works required 
4. Landlord’s costs (if relevant) 
5. Endorsement:  1. All the specified works are reasonably required to remedy the breaches 

                              2. Full account has been taken of the landlord’s intentions for the property (or as advised to the surveyor) 
                             3. The costings, if any, are reasonable 

1. Set out all aspects of the dispute and the monetary sums sought + VAT (if applicable).                                                                               
Claim is L’s likely loss - not necessarily cost of remedial works 
Exclude works likely to be superseded by L’s intentions for the property 

2. Confirm L or L’s surveyor will attend a meeting with T or T’s surveyor 
3. Specify time for T’s response – usually 56 days 
4. Quantify and substantiate by an invoice or detailed estimate the cost of the works specified in Schedule where monetary sum claimed 
5. Quantify, substantiate and specify legal basis e.g. lease clause for any other losses and damages claimed 

T should normally respond using L’s schedule and in sufficient detail to enable L properly to understand T’s position on each item   
T should state if he considers any items will be superseded by works carried out by L or L’s intentions for the property and detail the material 
relied upon to support this 
Endorsement: 1. The works detailed in the Response are all that are reasonably required by T for compliance with the lease terms 

2. The costs set out in the Response are reasonably payable for such works 
3. Account has been taken of what T or T’s surveyor believes are L’s intentions for the property 

Parties should meet prior to and 28 days after Tenant’s Response 
Meetings should be without prejudice 
Parties should aim to give full disclosure – or consider Court application for pre-action disclosure 

L to provide  detailed breakdown of issues and consequential losses by account of expenditure; and/or  
formal diminution valuation unless unreasonable to do so 

T to provide  diminution valuation – normally 56 days after L – if T relies on defence on basis of diminution 

Parties should review positions, documentation and evidence 
Aim to narrow the issues and see if proceedings can be avoided 

BUT Consider Alternative Dispute Resolution at every stage – and compile evidence of this which can be disclosed to the Court 
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